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Pop-Up Wiper Card Components Die-namics

Portrait Card Design:

Card Base:
Cut card stock to 5 ¾” x 5 ½”.
Score from left edge at 4 ¼” and 5”.

Card Front:
Cut card stock to 5 ¾” x 3 ½”. Die cut along the top of the card stock panel with one of the included edge dies.
Score from left edge at ¾” and 1 ½”.

Assembly:
- Die cut the rectangle wiper mechanism and adhere to the back of the card front between the two score lines, and fold 
at score line.
- Attach ¼” acetate strip at opposite end (where the arrow is), fold over at the score line and adhere over acetate to 
secure it in place.
- Attach stamped image onto the acetate strip and trim off the excess.
- Fold and crease at the score lines on both the card front as well as the card base. The card front will fold forward and 
then back and the card base will fold back and then forward.
- Adhere the outside scored edge of the card front to the card base (left side) and the outside scored edge of the card 
base, to the card front (right side).
- Fold towards the left on score lines to close card and conceal the wiper element and image. Pull open to reveal the 
image on the wiper element.

Landscape Card Design:

Card Base:
Cut card stock to 8 ½” x 4 ¼”.
Score from left edge at 5 ½” and 7”.

Card Front:
Cut card stock to 8 ½” x 2 ½”. Die cut along the top of the card stock panel with one of the included edge dies.
Score from left edge at 1 ½” and 3”.

Assembly:
- Die cut the rectangle wiper mechanism and adhere to the back of the card front between the two score lines, and fold 
at score line.
- Attach ¼” acetate strip at opposite end (where the arrow is), fold over at the score line and adhere over acetate to 
secure it in place.
- Attach stamped image onto the acetate strip and trim off the excess.
- Fold and crease at the score lines on both the card front as well as the card base. The card front will fold forward and 
then back and the card base will fold back and then forward.
- Adhere the ¼” scored edge of the card front to the card base (left side) and the ¼” scored edge of the card base, to 
the card front (right side).
- Fold towards the left on score lines to close card and conceal the wiper element and image. Pull open to reveal the 
image on the wiper element.
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